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Stop giving SEMPRA your money
I live less than one mile from the proposed site for Quail Brush so I am a concerned person.
There are thousands of senior citizens that live near the pollution fallout.
Many of these senior citizens have chronic illness that will be affected by the power plant.
Many of these senior citizens, including those with chronic illness have participated in this proceeding.
Cogentrix has failed to provide meaningful alternatives sites.
This project proposes to violate many LORS.
This project will increase fire hazard for nearby communities.
This project proposes to dump 250 tons of pollutants on senior citizens, school children and Park visitors annually.
Considering the above, I have found this project to repulsive and disgusting, consequently I created a way to stop
giving money to the energy oligarchs. I encourage all members of the public to start a rate payer revolt and stop
giving their money to these oligarchs. Off-Grid PV solar system components have become plug and play easy. If you
can do high school math and change the oil in a car you can build your own off-grid PV Solar power plant, if I can
do it, anyone can. The components and instructions are easily found online. Few things are as satisfying as making
your own Off-Grid electricity, I encourage the public to withhold their money from SEMPRA, stop financially
supporting ecological destruction, destruction of entire communities like Ocotillo with windscams, the destruction of
sacred Indian cultural sites caused by the DRECP, the destruction of our East County by the energy oligarchs with
their industrial solar and windscams. Off-Grid technology is affordable and plug and play easy today, a monetary
measurement can not be placed upon the pleasure of denying SEMPRA and their cohorts money, the experience is
truly priceless.
All things considered, I request the CEC to deny the Applicants request for an additional suspension and order
Cogentrix, TetraTech and SEMPRA pack their tools, hit the road and don't come back.

